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Research demonstrates strong support for including art in the
kindergarten through high school curriculum as a way of engaging the
students and providing them with an education that encourages selfesteem, problem-solving skills, collaborative effort and academic
success. However, with the focus on science, math, grammar and other
curriculum areas, the arts are often ignored. This project therefore
advocates the inclusion of art both as a separate subject and as a
valuable learning tool in the content area classrooms.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In 1990, acknowledging America's high drop out rates, low standardized
test scores and low ratings in international comparisons of achievement,
federal education observers admitted that the traditional American
education curriculum is not meeting the needs of our students or our
society. That year, the "America 2000" Natlonal Education Goals were
set to deal with the crisis. The federally funded "America 2000" team
said that by the year 2000:
*All children in America will start school ready to learn.
*The high school gt-aduation rate will increase to at least

90

percent.
*American students will leave grades four, eight, and twelve having
demonstrated competency in cha 11 engi ng subject matter inc I udi ng
English, mathematics, science, history, and geography; and every
school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their
minds well, so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship,
further learning and productive employment in our modern
economy.
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*U.S. students will be first in the world in science and mathematics
achievement.

*Every adu1t American wi11 be literate and will possess the
know1edge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and
exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

*Every school in America will be free of drugs and violence and will
off er a di sci p1i ned environment conducive to 1earning.
(National Endowment for the Arts, 1993, p.21)

Establishing these priorities was a positive step, and the problem
of how these goa1s are to be met has fueled discussions at the building,
district, state and nationa1 level about how to change America's schools
to meet both the needs of the students and America· s econom!J.
It is also important. to realize that these goals are minimums. not limits
circumscribing our ability to create solutions. Inf act, to limit our goals
to those express 1!d stated wou1 d be short-sighted. For instance, nowhere
in the goa1s is there any mention of the arts; only English, mathematics,
science, history and geography are listed as subject matters in which
students must demonstrate competency. This narrow vision of what
constitutes a complete education may harm, and definitely limits, our
students. Elliot Eisner summed up the danger of the omitting art in the
"America 2000" goa1s:
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What is pessimistic is a fixed view of mind, a conception of
knowledge limited to what literal language can convey, and
a view of i nte 1li gence constrained by the rules of logic.
Human intellectual capacity is far wider. The realization of
this capacity is surely more likely as we create a richer .
more nurturant culture for our students. That culture . as I
see it, ought to include significant opportunities for
students to experience the arts and to learn to use them to
create a life worth living. Indeed, providing a decent place
for the arts in our schools may be one of the most important
first steps we can take to bring about genuine school
reform. (Eisner, 1992, p.595)

The decisions we make about what to include in the curriculum and how
much time to devote to each curriculum det'ines for our students what we
perceive to be important. At the same time our curriculum choices
dictate what our students will learn and what sorts of learners they will
become.
It is imperative that we do not overlook the advantages of
incorporating the arts l nto the curriculum as we design 1earning mode 1s
to reach the "America 2000" goals. Research shows us the effectiveness
of including art in the core curriculum as a way of encouraging students
to become active learners and problem-solvers recognizing that many
problems have more than one correct answer; increase student
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attendance and graduation rate; help students develop the skills to work
co 11 aborat i ve 1y; and bui 1d students' 1eve 1 of se 1f-esteem as they work to
meet both internal and external standards of excellence. Vet in many
American schoo 1s today art is given about two hours of instruction ti me
a week at the e1ementary 1eve I and becomes an e1ect i ve course at the
secondary level (Eisner, 1992, p.592).
The question is, if we as a nation truly aspire to achieve the
standards of excellence set out in "America 2000" can we afford to
ignore the research that demonstrates that students score higher on
their SAT math and verbal scores when they complete more ert classes,
and the evidence that i nvo 1vement in art c1asses at schoo 1 has proven to
be valuable in keeping at-risk students in school as well as improving
their se 1f -esteem'?
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The objective of this project is to demonstrate that by incorporating art
as a specialty into the curriculum and inviting art into the content-area

classroom educ8tors create a learning environment that motivates
students and enhances their abi 1ity to:

* become active learners and problem solvers recognizing that
many problems have more than on correct answer;

* increase both their attendance and graduation rates;
* develop the skills to work collaboratively; and
* build the students level of self esteem.
The body of this project is a report on the research that supports the
above claims. The appendices are resources for classroom teachers who
have no particular expertise or training as artists. The appendices
include anecdotal lesson plans about how to include art projects in a
classroom; an annotated bibliography reviewing the sorts of books one is
likely to find in a school or local library, and suggestions for art
activities in the different content areas.
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CHAPTER 11

INTRODUCTION

Providing art projects for students in content-area classrooms is an
effective way to create a positive learning enYironment. The arts,
including chorus, band, dance and theater as well as the visual arts,
attract students by encouraging kinesthetic, cognit iYe and affective
i nvo 1Yement in a soci a1 1earning environment. By 1ncorporat i ng ort into

their classroom curricula, teachers are signaling to students that their
expression and inYolvement in the learning process is welcome,
encouraged, expected! And, as each art product is unique students 1earn
I

to trust their sensibilities and draw on their prior knowledge to make
meaning and express their answers to a problem or to share their
knowledge. '•r/hen students understand the teacher is not searching for
one fill-in-the-blank, correct answer, then they feel empowered to
search for their own solutions, and they are also learning the processes
of trial and error, questioning, and persistence. In short, they are
1earning to 1earn. As Lee ( 1986) says:
The arts are a function of life itself, and the process of
making art--both ere at ive and recreat ive--can give insight
to all other areas of learning. The arts help people
understand themselves in historical, cultural, and aesthetic
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terms: they provide people with broader choices about their
environment and influence the way they do their work and
their lives. Since artistic expression is also basic to the
individual's intellectual development it must be included as
a component of all education. (p.62)

Thus, if we aspire to the "America 2000" goals, where "Every adult
American will be literate and will possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights end
responsibilities of citizenship," (N.E.A., 1993, p.21) then we need to look
to find what brings about real success in the classroom. What works,
this research hopes to demonstrate, is including art. "Indeed., education
in and through the arts may be one of the best ways to make progress
toward the national education goals and other, more sophisticated goals
of ref armers" (Sautter. 1994, p.434) .

ACADEMICS

Too often art is thought of as a "fluff" class or as "play time" in the
classroom. Because teachers believe art is the gift or province of a
special few, and, feeling inadequate to teach art themselves, they
introduce only fi 11-i n-the-bl ank, cut-on-the-line ,crafts-type of
activities. This line of thinking also assumes a philosophy that art is
"cciught and not taught" and implies students with "the gift" will

spontaneously develop an outlet for their talent and it is useless to
provide art instruction to those who do not already have the propensity
for art. However, we do not not teach arithmetic or reading to all of our
students just because we believe that not all of them share the same
level of aptitude in those subjects. If we believe that "Education as a
process is aimed at converting potentiality to actuality" (Eisner., 19BB.
p. 12), then it is our responsibility to provide art as a means for students
to expand their experience and i nte 11 i gence.
The correlation between student achievement and involvement in
the arts shows up in national test scores. In 19B7, 198B, and 19B9 the
SAT scores of those students who took art classes were found to be
higher than the students who were not enrolled in such classes (Hanna,
1992). In fact, the College Entrance Examination Board "concluded that

students who took more than four years of music and arts scored 34
points higher on the verbal sections of the SAT and 18 points higher on
the math sections than students who took tt1ese subjects for less than a
year" (Sautter, 1994., p.435). Additionally., the Center for Education
Statistics found that students who earned more than three credits in the
arts generally have a higher grade point average than the general student
body. (Hanna 1992)
Oddleifson from the Center for the Arts in the Basic Curriculum

asks:

Could it be that our schools at present allow children to
play with only half a deck? ... Is it possible that the failure
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of our schools can be attributed to a significant degree to
the dismissal of the arts from the curriculum? (Oddleifson,
1994, p.448)

These questions deserve our current thought and future research. Indeed,
how we teach and what we teach both have an impact on how the minds
of our students develop. If we only give them rote memorization
opportunities to learn we discriminate against their ability to view
problems as open-ended, having multiple solutions, many of them
feasible, useable, "right." The arts instigate learning in the other
academic areas because they engage the senses; students are involved in
the process of organizing and developing their thinking skills by
constructing meaning instead of being passive vessels waiting to be
f i 11 ed with the teacher's wisdom.
"Schools can no longer simply train students for specific tasks;
schools rnust educate them in terms of broad skills, so that they will be
able to function in any number of capacities" (Perrin, 1994, 452).
Students involved in the arts develop their abilities to form ideas.
Barnes ( 1989) notes that there are two main ways we come up with
ideas. The first is to make "unusual and previously unrecognized
relationships" (p.9) from a wide array of images, information, facts and
existing ideas. The second is the AHA! phenomenon in which an idea
comes to us seemingly out of the blue, or in which one process or
situation "reminds" us of an idea. As educators we need to be creating a
learning environment for students in which the students are "surrounded
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with resources . .. . [and] connections are being made" (Barnes, 1989, p.9).
Incorporating art into the curriculum and in the classroom is a natural
way to foster such divergent and creative thinking.
As educators we need to recognize and acknowledge that learning
occurs in a variety of ways and that i nte 11 i gence may be expressed in
many ways as well. To this end Eisner argues:

To be able to think visually, to tolerate ambiguity, to exercise our
i magi nation, to notice nuance, to perci eve re 1at i onshi ps bet ween
part and whole, to experience the expressiveness of form t1re
acquired mental skills.... In a word- and rule-saturated school
environment . the neglect of such skills is common. The result is
an entire realm of cognition that is only partially realized. Thus
the case for discilpline-based art education is also a case for the
development of mind. \'\!'hat our children become . how well they
learn to think . and the variety of forms they know how to read are
in large measure due to what we have given them an opportunity to
learn. ( 1988. p.37)

That is to say we should not limit our students grov1th to those ideas
which words can express. There is a far greater wealth of knowledge to
be tapped. "Art f ul f i 11 s a need which is aI ready there. It is as if we are
incomplete without expressing ourselves through art and the need to do
this arises as we discover that there are ideas and inspirations which
will not easily fit other ways of explaining." (Barnes, 1989, p.25).

(

)
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Students enrolled in art classes demonstrate greater academic
"

success, as evidenced by the enhanced SAT score reported at the
beginning of thls section. The reesons for their higher scores would

appear to be linked to their participation in arts classes, but little
research has been done to explain how the arts helped their academic
achievement.
This argument suggests then that r5// students should be trained in
the arts, not just those who demonstrate some natural talent. Eisner
says we would not not teach a student math or to read simply because he
or she did not demonstrate a natural talent in these areas. "The fact of
the matter is that there are no human abi 1it i es that are either present or
absent in a population. All of us, to some degree, are capable of learning
something in any area" ( 1988, p.12).
Finally, Sautter in "An Arts Education School Reform Strategy"
reports that "no study has ever found that the arts reduce the academic
skills of a student; at v1orst, an occasional short-term study has found
rather ambiguous gains, but gains nonetheless" ( 1994, p.435).

PROBLEM SOLVING

To return to a previous discussion in the "Academics" section of t.h1s
paper, "schools can no longer train students for specific tasks; schools
must educate them in terms of broad skills, so that they will be able to
function in any number of capacities" (Perrin, 1994, p.452). The
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educator's responsibility is to teach students to think, create . and
problem solve in a flexible manner so that their skills may transfer from
one job to another as the needs of the marketplace dictate. Instead of
teaching them to receive information . recall the information and then
regurgitate the same information . students need to learn to let their
intuition and imagination lead them to multiple solutions for everchanging problems. Instruction in the arts is a natural way to teach
these skills. "Students who are active in the arts learn new ways to
express ideas and are given many more op po rt unities to practice
communication skills" (Sautter . 1994, p.436).
An education in the arts cultivates critical thinking in multiple
perspectives, thinking beyond the limitations of written/oral language,
critical thinking, and new ways to think about reading, writing and
calculating (Sautter, 1994).
Eisner states that the arts "help students recognize that problems
are not restricted to those having single correct answers, that form and
content interact, and that purposeful flexibility is a mark of fluid
intelligence coping with the vicissitudes of the unpredictable" ( 1992. p.
595). In other words, working in the arts help students prepare for the
problems of life v1hich tend to be entirely unlike the ones students
encounter in workbooks, such assignments tend to be short and
remarkably similar to the problems that precede and follow them.
In the art classroom or in the classrooms of other subject areas,
art production provides a forum for students to express ideas and learn
from each other what works, and why. Because art emphasizes
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originality students will not be trying to puzzle-out what one right
answer the teacher is seeking but instead will be involved in the process
of self-discovery. The process allows students to figure out for
themselves what product will both answer the teacher's open-ended
Question and satisfy their own individual needs. For example, an art
teacher has provided instruction in print making and now asks the
students to produce a print; a social studies teacher has taught a lesson
in map-making and asks the students to draw a compass rose.: an English
c1ass has finished a unit on drama and the students are asked to make a
paper doll with costumes for a scene in a comedy and a scene in a
tragedy. In each case the teacher has specified a product through which
the students will demonstrate their knowledge . and in each case
students will be responsible for experimenting with ideas until they
decide on a solution that is appropriate and meaningful to them (Barnes,
1989; Eisner. 1992; Oddletfson . t 994).
in each of the preceding scenarios the student was actively
involved in questioning and problem-solving, gathering information and
generating ideas.: the student is finding and figuring out such things as:

Who is going to use this design?
What is the design expected to do?
What similar designs already exist?
What problems need to be solved?
What materials do I need?
How might the design be mode?
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~vhat ski 11 s are needed?
How long is it expected to last?
When is the design to be t"i ni shed?
(Barnes, 1989 p.152 )

As the work begins, the students continue to cycle through these
questions, perhaps solving and moving on from one while at the same
time generating two or three new questions. This spiraling process of
questions and discovery continues even into the evaluative process:

What is the best feature of your design?
What would you change if you could?
What do you think of the style and appearance?
How would you add something else to the design?
What are the main problems of construction'?
How could fewer materials and stages of construction be
incorporated?
(Barnes, 1989 p. 153 )

Any writing instructor ·who incorporates a writing workshop model
in his or her classroom will recognize the general intent of these queries
just as any science teacher will identify them as similar to the
sci ent. if i c method.
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SELF-ESTEEM
In the process of bui 1ding, designing, practicing, creating, refining: their
own body in dance, a canvas or sculpture, a mask or puppet, a theatrical
production, a diorama or poster, an instrument for band or symphony,
students are discovering what they think, feel, and imagine. This
byproduct of the arts process works to build students· self esteem.
Constructing meaning with art i nvo 1ves constant decision making,
weighing al ternat i •,es, categorizing, contrasting, experimenting, working
towards an end product whose final form is not known until the creator
has reached a step in the process at which he or she fee 1s it is comp 1ete.
Where students have no necessity to hurry through an assignment to find
the one right answer they are free to explore and expand the potential
and possibilities, not only of their creation, but also of themselves. This
process enables students to trust themselves, to value their decisionmaking skills and to exp I ore the myriad alternatives available to them
rather than feel boxed-in and constrained in a classroom in which their
natural forms of expression are often stifled and given no value.

RETENTION

In 1990, a study conducted for the Florida Department of Education found
the intensity of student interest engendered b!J student participation in
band, drama,chorus, dance, or studio art provided the students motivation
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to attend these classes, thus decreasing the number of student dropouts. Researchers found no previous results on the connection between
the arts and dropout prevention (Sautter, 1994). However the anecdota 1
evidence of the efficacy of the arts as a tool for retention of students is
broad, and deserves c1oser study and documentation.
The reasons that art is effective in retaining students interests
are both interpersonal and intrapersonal. The interpersonal aspects
include the security found in being part of a group, sharing a common
interest, and working together on a product that is of intrinsic value to
the makers. The intrapersonal development comes from becoming
confident in one's ability to control and manipulate materials to a
desired end. Whether tt1e medium is paint or clay, the voice or the body,
the process of discipline, training and discovery demonstrates to each
student his or her ability to succeed.
Hanna quotes the renowned ba 11 et dancer Nureyev saying, "If you
know one subject very well then you have a key to every other subject"
( 1992, p.603). But too often in our schools the curriculum is so crowded

and cut-up that the students never have the chance to "know one subject
very 't'v'ell," and tt1us are locked out of much of the knowledge and
experiences we hope they will obtain as a result of their years in school.
As a result, too many students, bored or feeling disenfranchised., drop
out.

However attendance records, test scores, and graduation rates
from different kinds of schools nationwide that off er arts
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they are engaged in social activities . whict1 gives them a feeling of
connection to their peers and thus to the school. Since the products they
are making are meant to demonstrate their understanding of a lesson or
lessons, the students will naturally be talking about what they are doing,
checking and expanding their understanding of the materi a1. The product
they are creating becomes a tangible reminder . showing what they have
learned, and serving to reinforce and enrich the learning experience. And
as the students will be sharing this tangible--or temporal in the case of
a skit or song- product to their peers . they are bound to invest more
effort into their creations because they care about their audience's
response. In short the art product can make the classroom learning
important to an at-risk student, giving him or her a chance to succeed
and even excel in front of his or her peers, thus making school a
worthwhile and welcoming place to be.

COLLABORATION

Art crosses cultures, crosses time, and thus because of its very nature
produces collaborative work as all artists either adopt or reject the art
of their cultural heritage. Further, many of the arts--dance, chorus,
theater--are seldom solo efforts but generally mandate the participation
of an ensemble of students, thus promoting teamwork and collaborative
learning. Even in the studios of the visual artists, group learning and
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sharing occurs as i ndi vi duals share successes, failures and problemsolve together.
Exploring art history, students perceive the commonality of the
human experience even if they come from different backgrounds and
cultures. The arts celebrate the differences between time and culture
even as they demonstrate that there are essentially only a few themes,
and these are common to all cultures and all times. Sharing these
common experiences is an effective means to integrate students. "[A
study of 200 Southern high schoo 1s found that the arts contributed to
desegregation, positive self-esteem, and academic achievement. More
cross-racial interaction occurred in performing and visual arts classes
than in any others" (Hanna, 1992, p.603).
Hanna, a dance instructor, points out the social skills a student of
dance must learn in order to be a successful troupe member. The skills
needed to achi eve a successful performance inc 1ude: attentive 1i steni ng,
clear communicat1on, time management (scheduling of rer1earsals and
beginning and ending the rehearsals on time), working collaboratively to
create ideas, balancing competition in tryouts and the cooperation of
rehearsals, ( 1992) In all these ways the individual practices
collaborative learning while developing and enhancing individual skills.
The classroom teacher may use cooperative work as readily as the
studio arts teacher. Instead of asking for individual contributions, the
teacher assigns students to work in heterogeneous groups. To insure
that "lazy" students do not take a "free ride" on the efforts of the groups'
more enthusiastic members the teacher can average each member's
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i ndi vi dua I score into a team score. This strategy promotes i ndi \Ii dual

members to encourage each other to complete their tasks.
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Chapter 111

RESEARCH NETHODOLOGY AND LI t1 IT AT IONS OF THE PROJECT

A partial library search of the monographs and periodicals available at
Central Washington University was conducted between July, 1993 and
April, 1994. Subjects searched included but were not limited to: art and
curriculum, art and self-esteem, art and retention, art and problemsolving, curriculum planning and development, cultural literacy, art, and
art in the cl ass room. Addi ti ona 1 monographs and peri odi ca 1 art i c1es
were included as they were referenced in previously obtained meterials.
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CHAPTER IV

The Appendices of this Project Report are provided to encourage the
c1assroom teacher who has no training in art to incorporate art into his
or her curriculum. Appendix "A" is a tested set of lesson plans requiring
no special skills or resources to teach. Appendix "B" is an annotated
bibliography exploring how the sorts of books that might commonly be
found in a school or public library can become valuable resources for
act i Yi ti es that me 1d art and content area 1earning. Appendix "C" is a 1i st
of sample art projects to use in language arts, social studies and foreign
1anguage cI assrooms. Appendix "D" is a list of samp 1e projects to inc 1ude
in a math or science c1assroom.
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CHAPTER Y

SUMMARY

The federal government. has mandated in the "America 2000" goals
that the schools will produce Americans who "will be literate and who
will possess the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global
economy and exercise the rights and responsi bi 1it i es of citizenship." The
question facing all educators is how to facilitate such an education.
Empirical evidence demonstrates citizens such as those called for above
will not be the result of rote learning and increased testing. Such
citizens will onl!d come from an educational environment where creative
thought. and the pursuit of multi p1e so Iuti ons are given room to f 1ouri sh.
The research is available, if not abundant, that demonstrates the
value of including art in the curriculum both as a separate subject area
and as part of the content areas. The research strongly suggests that
ut i1 i zing arts engages students in the 1earning process. V\l'hen students
are engaged by the learning they are likely to be "turned-on" to school,
not dropping out. When students are engaged by the learning and they are
assured that they are not looking for the-one-right-answer-to satisf~dthe-teacher, then they are motivated to take part in a process of trial
and error, to be involved with real problem-solving, as they search for a
solution that satisfies their needs and demonstrates their understanding
of their 1earning.
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CONCLUSION

Art as a discipline--the visual arts, chorus band and symphony,
dance and theater--provi de students a chance to discover themse 1ves and
the history and the culture of the world into which they were born.
Inc I udi ng art in the classroom pro vi des students the opportunity to
create bridges of understanding, to extend their thinking beyond words,
and then to share their unique vision with others.
Involvement in the arts opens doors as the participants learn
through creating how to explore and enjoy rather than to just try to plov,,
through to a prescribed cone 1usi on--or drop out because of i nte 11 ectua 1
boredom or emotional discomfort. ''1'/hen the process is enjoyable, when
the journey is reward in and of itself, those involved in the process learn
to recognize greater strengths Vv'itriin themselves. The active discipline
that is a necessary part of involvement with dance exercises, choral
practice, working on a painting or sculpture identify often unknown
strengths for the students involved. Vvorking on a meaningful art
project can be motivation enough to keep students in school so they may
be a part of a theater production or have access to the studio. Desire to
excel in the arts can spur interest in the academic fields. Math is
integral to music, chemistry for mixing glazes, English classes are a
chance to learn the universal themes that artists use in their symbols ...
The skllls learned from creating art are not single answers but
rather experiences in which the creator 1earned to cooperate--wi th
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materials or with other participants--to develop a product that is
unique, and yet could have taken another form and been just as
successful ., depending on the context. Involvement in the arts opens
doors as the participants learn through creating how to explore and enjoy
r~ther than to just try to plow through to a prescribed conclusion--or
drop out because of intellectual boredom or emotional discomfort. When
the process is en j oyab 1e, when the journey is reward in and of i tse 1f,
those involved in the process learn to recognize greater strengths within
themselves. The active discipline that is a necessary part of
involvement with dance exercises, choral practice, working on a painting
or sculpture identify often unknown strengths for the students involved.
Working on a meaningful arts project can be motivation enough to keep
students in school so they may be a part of a theater production or have
access to the studio. Desire to excel in the arts can spur inter-est in the
academic fields. Math is integral to music., chemistry for mixing glazes,
English classes are a chance to learn the universal themes that artists
use in their symbols ...

In short, 'The arts, properly taught, are basic to individual
development since they, more than any other subject, awaken all the
senses--the pores of learning." (Georghegan, 1994) As a nation, we have
federally mandated goals as learning outcomes for our students. The
existing research provides clear evidence that including art in the
curriculum is effective in promoting the academic 1earning and persona 1
development we want in our students. There still is, and will always be,
plenty of room for discussion on all levels about how best to educate our
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students. But let us stop being so in search of the new, best answer that
we overlook, or under-utilize the methods that have worked best. Let us
respect and 1et art flourish as a separate di sci p1i ne in our secondary
schools and include art as an active part of the curriculum in the
kindergarten-fifth grade classrooms as well as all the content area
c1assrooms.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the research presented in this Project Report, the
f011 owing recommendations are given for consi de ration.
1. That art be an integral part of all students school experience.

2. That school's heve an art specialist ·who teaches art as an independent
di sci p1i ne.

3. That teachers use art activities in their classrooms.
4. That pre-service teacher training should include r1ands-on art

experiences and knowledge of how to integrate art into the curriculum.
5. That teachers have in-service programs available to them so they will
be comfortable integrating art into their classrooms.
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APPENDIX A

Lesson plans for the classroom teacher. who has no special
training in art; requiring no special materials.

1.

HIEROGLYPHIC POEMS

2.

ILLUSTRATING IDIOMS

3.

NON-VERBAL DAY

4.

PARTS TO A WHOLE

5.

PICASSO

6.

SHARING CULTURAL LITERACY

7

SKETCHING SIMILES

8.

VOCABULARY VENTURES

9.

WHAT IS SPRING?

10.

WHO AM I?

11.

ALL THE WORLD"S A ST AGE

12.

HAND PUPPETS

13.

HANDWRITTEN PORT RA ITS
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HIEROGLYPHIC POEMS

Learning Objectives
1. The students will review their knowledge of what is a noun.
2. The students wi 11 be exposed to a number of authors and their poems.

Lesson Plan

The catalyst for this classroom activity came from a Dover
Publication reprinting an 1849 manuscript of Mother Goose in
Hi erogl phi cks.
Possi b1e vocabulary words to introduce: Hi erogl yphi c, i 11 umi nated,
key, decipher.
Gather in the classroom as many poetnJ books as you can muster.
Give the students t 1me to peruse ,read, share and enjoy the poetry you
have brought to them.
'when they have had sufficient time, ask them to choose their
favorite poem and copy it down. For my purposes I set a minimum and
maximum number of lines so as to avoid undue brevity or wordiness.
Following a quick review of "what is a noun?" ask the students to
circle all the nouns in the poem they have copied.
Then ask the students to make an "illuminated" copy of their poem,
drawing a picture wherever they have a noun.

)
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Vou may al so want to encourage them to illuminate other parts of
their poems too. Colors and homophones are especially popular to
represent.
Finally ask them to make a key of what their drawings represent
to help their readers decipher the poem's meaning.

MATERIALS

*as many poetry books as you can gather together
*construction or drawing paper
*colored pencils, crayons and markers

Alternate method: have the students to cut pictures out of magazines
rather than drawing them themselves.

WRITING EXTENSION

Involve the students in writing their own poems and then
i 11 umi nat i ng their manuscripts with hi erogl !JPhi cs.
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ILLUSTRATING IDIOMS

Lenrni ng Objectives

1. The students wi 11 be ab 1e to identify an idiom.
2. The student will gain an appreciation of the power of figurative
language.

Lesson Plan

One day we read a story that used several idioms for a humorous
effect. We discussed how idioms were generall!d understood but could
not be translated word for word; if they are, they become absurd. We had
a really good time comparing the generally accepted meanings with the
literal meanings of the words.
As a class we had a brainstorming session to come up with
additional idioms and the students· homework that night was to ask
family members for help in coming up with a list of 1O more idioms. One
positive extra to this assignment was that it was a project for families
to work on together and I heard quite a few comments about how much
they had enjoyed creating their lists.
I then typed up a list of all their idioms, copied the list, and gave a
1ist to each student.
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The students were then instructed to choose an idiom . write the
idiom at the bottom of their sheet of paper, and to draw a picture
i 11 ustrat i ng the 1it era 1 meeni ngs of the words.
The student's illustrations were collected and bound as a class
book.

Meteri8ls

*a story with idioms
*blank paper
*colored pencils, crayons, markers

)
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NON-VERBAL DAY

Learning Obj actives

1. The student will experience how much we "say" without words.
2. The students will gain an appreciation of how words allow for greater
ease in communicating many basic ideas.

Lesson Plan

This is one of my favorite lessons. The students are drawing,
reading, writing, 1earning how much we communicate with out words,
while at the same time realizing how much easier oral language makes
our communication transact i ans.
I designed the lesson my first !dear teaching just to be able to hear
a completely quiet classroom. But. for all the golden silence 1 it is a great
deal of work, as I have to remain silent as vve11 or the spell is broken.

I gi i1e them fair warning dropping comments about Non-Verbal Day
1

for a couple weeks before to raise their curiosity. I build up interest
saying as soon as they have done a brief assignment. they may associate
with their classmates as much as they want-- so long as no words are
spoken
I tell them the day before that the next day will be a Non-Verbal
Day, and they will be given clear directions when they enter the room. I
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also find it is useful to review with my students what a "caption" is
before non-verb a1 day arrives.
On Non-Verbal Day I post a big sign on my door with a finger raised
to a pair of lips with the caption "Shhhhhhhhhh" to remind them that once
they walk through the door their voices are off. Then I greet them at the
door with the set of instructions reproduced below.

*********************************************************
Non-Verbal Day Instructions

*********************************************************
Hello. Today all communication will be non-verbal. Vou can visit
among yourselves as much as you want, but it must be without speaking.
There is scratch paper available for note making. Vou may also use your
face and hands and other objects to communicate, just not your voice.
Vour assignment for the day is to draw a picture on the piece of
paper that is being di stri but ed. After !dOU have drawn !dour picture then
ask (without words!) at least three people to make up a caption or title
for your tllustration. This will be turned into me by the end of the period
for a grade.

To earn an "A"

* the picture you've drawn wi 11 be neat and interesting
* you will have a proper heading on your paper
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* your picture will have at least three captions

* each caption will be initialed by whomever wrote it
* AND ALL THIS MUST BE DONE WITHOUT SPEAKING!!!!
If you are caught talking, whispering, or in any way vocalizing
there wi 11 be a five minute "ti me-out" period during which you wi 11 be
removed from your peers.
Enjoy the day! Come write me a note if you have any questions.

*********************************************************
For the last few minutes I give them time to talk out loud and
record sorne of their comments about "how hard it was" to remain silent,
and how curnbersorne it felt to communicate without words to use as a
starting point for discussion the next day.

The students pictures are bound into a classroom book.
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PARTS TO A WHOLE

Learning Objectives
1. The students will learn to work together effectively.
2..The students will learn the value of looking at the "big picture" first.

Lesson Plan

I came up with this exercise as a means of satisfying two learning
outcomes; increasing student awareness about how different elements of
a story work together to build meaning; and second, and encouraging
students work to together co operative 1y.
I use this exercise a number of times with the same class so the
students have a chance to discover their 1earning processes.

The first time conducted this project I just handed them the
squares and asked them to enlarge what the!J saw on their squares as
accurately as possible. After they were done, I told them, they would
then fit their individual pieces together to form a group picture. This
initial result was a sorry misshapen thing, but the content of the picture
was clear. From this first attempt we had a great discussion on how the
parts work together to make a whole, and how their individual efforts,
which made no sense alone, took on meaning in context. We also
discussed how individuals "read" their pictures, not accurately
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transcribing the information> so the scale and shading of the final
product varied widely.

The second time, we reviewed what they had discovered during the
first attempt, and again they set to work individually. Because they
understood the requirements of the final product this time their
translations of the pieces they held were far more consistent with the
end product. But they still did their work individually and the
connections were off, as was some of the scale and shading.

The third time we tried the project I had them push all their desks
together before I handed out the squares they were to enlarge. Again,
they all went to work individually. But, then, one student noticed that
the picture another student 'ttas working on a few places away was the
piece that would be adjoining his in the picture. So this first student
engineered a process in which the other students would move so that
these two could work adj acent 1!J. A few other similar shift i ngs took

place, but it wasn't until they were trying to fit all th.eir pieces together
that they put the small pieces together to see what the whole picture
should 1ook 1i ke.

The fourth time I videotaped the process. The work went much the
same as the third time except for the expected playing to and for the
camera. But the discussion that occurred when I was able to show them
how they worked together was wonderful. They were able to identify for
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themselves that their lack of success in creating a harmonious final
project was due to their lack of communication and cooperation. They
were able to identify that they would be more successful if they worked
together. And then, one student finally had the idea that they needed to
work together first., before they did anything else, by putting the small
pieces together as a picture. Aha! they realized, if we know what we are
doing before we begin., we have a significantly better chance of
succeeding.

MATERIALS

Teacher Preparation
*a copy of a fairly simple picture
*scissors
*ruler

Choose a picture. I choose two color illustrations from old fairy
tale books. They copy well and are not too busy so as to completely
dishearten the students.
Measure the picture and di vi de it into equa 11 y sized squares. It is
important that the pieces be of equal size so the end result has the
chance to come out properly.
Cut plain, white paper into squares so the paper the students are
working on corresponds to the shape of the bit they are reproducing.
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For the students

*pre-cut blank paper
*pre-cut bits of a picture
*pencils
*erasers
*glue
*large sheet of butcher paper on which to glue the final product.
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PICASSO

Learning Objective
1. Deve 1op students cul tura 1 1i teracy through exposure to one of the
great artists of our ti me.

Lesson P18n

While reading in our text book we encountered a story that
ref erred to Picasso. The students had no knowledge of who Picasso was,
therefore, without the knowledge that any work by Picasso would be
extremely valuable, the story would not make a great deal of sense.
Finding such a teachable moment I seized the opportunity to increase the
level of cultural literacy in my group btJ introducing them to the ·works of
Picasso.
First, I brought in a poster book of Picasso's work and showed
them to the students, pointing out that Picasso was not trying to
represent things in his paintings exactly as they are, but more as he felt
they shouJd be represented.
Second, I photocopied an article on Picasso from an encyclopedia.
The students read aloud the article and discussed it. Then they went
through with high lighters and marked one or two main ideas for each
paragraph. That night their homework was to summarize the article.
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Third, I showed them a Yideo I was able to obtain from the
Educational Service District. With the information the students had
already learned from the article, they were able to be quite active
viewers of a film that normally would have been above their level.
Fourth, I brought out the poster book of Picasso's art again and we
went through the pictures one by one. I would look at the title and then
solicit from them what they thought the pictures were of. After the
first coup 1e of pictures they became quite ski 11 ed at reading the
elements Picasso chose to represent his subjects. As we encountered
portraits we would use our hands to explore our faces, the shapes and
/

planes, the lines of our noses, the slopes of our cheek and foreheads, and
discovered how what may look totally bizarre at first actually makes
sense with exp 1oration.
As the Central 'vv'ashington State fair was in town that week and
was the big event in the kids lives, I asked them on art day to represent
an element of the fair in collage, stressing to think about Picasso ·0,hile
creating and v·t0rk vrHh their emotional responses ··Nit.hout worrying
about representing the attract.ions just as thought they appeared in a

photograph.
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SHARI NG CULTUR AL LITERACY

Learning Objectives
1. Students are introduced to basic information to increase their 1eve 1
of cul turtl 1 1i teracy.
2. The students share the information they have learned

Lesson Plan

I feel it is important with my population of remedial reading
)

students to provide them with a wide variety of background knowledge
to provide a base for future learning.
Since they are in a "remedial" classroom it is already apparent to
my students that they are not traditional learners. Conventional
teaching methods have failed them and they are falling further behind
their peers each year they are "socially'' promoted to the next grade.
During my time ·vv·ith them I endeavor show them that reading can be
enjoyable and that literacy: becoming fluent readers and developing
their Cultural L1teracy is the key to their future success. f'1y attempts to
improye their academic success include teaching a variety of study
skills, and I keep stretching m!JSelf to develop ways to reach their
different 1earning styles.
One successful way I have found to share knowledge with them is
to show them videos. Being low readers or non-readers these students
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are lacking in Cultural Literacy. As this deficit grows in comparison to
their peers . their self esteem and confidence and interest in learning
sinks. So I show videos. I show videos all across the curriculum, videos
intended for audiences of all different ages. I ask for a variety of
responses to the videos . sometimes discussion, sometimes study guides,
sometimes games like a quiz bowl, or "Jeopardy," occasionally a written
response, and often I ask for pictures.
To get the most from the students I define my expectations before
I show them the video. For example, during a recent unit on Asia we
watched a couple of video's on Japan. The first one we watched together
and followed it with a discussion about what we had seen as a way of
building background knowledge.
The next day as preparation I had written on the board "Food,"
"Family Life," "Arts," "Homes," and "Leisure." We reviewed briefly what
we had already learned., and I asked them to pay special attention to
these five topics while watching this video.
Following the video, I handed five pieces of blank paper to each
student . and asked them to draw a picture for each of the above
categories and to label each one appropriately.
For students w·ith low writing skills, drawing pictures is a safe
way to share the knowledge they have learned while building their levels
of background knowledge and thus improving their Cultural Literacy.
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SKETCHING SIMILES

Learning Obj ecti vas

1. The students will be able to identify a simile.
2. The students will gain an appreciation of the power of figurative
language.

Lesson Plan

One story in the seventh grade Language Arts text was especially
packed with similes. V./e took this opportunity to learn what a simile
was, using the text's glossary as a starting point. To reinforce their
understanding I v1ould start a sentence. Example: "The sun is as bright
as ..... " and the students would volunteer endings. Next I had the students
ere at i ng their own simile sentences and sharing them '•Nith the c1ass.
Finally I had them each create a list of ten similes and turn it in.
That night I created a list of their best simtles and copied it the
next morning so each student could have a copy. From this list each
student would choose a simile and draw a picture to go with it. These
drawings were then collected into a classroom book.
As we have moved into various forms of writing--poetry, short
story, etc--1 have returned to this book as a resource to demonstrate the
power of figurative language for creating a picture in the reader's mind.
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MATERIALS

*story with similes in it
*b 1ank paper
*crayons., markers . and colored pencils
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VOCABULARY VENTURES

Learning Objectives

1. The students wi 11 be exposed to new vocabulary in a van ety of
activities so that the words become part of their writ ten and spoken
vocabulary.

Lesson Plan

Since research shows that the average learner needs to be exposed
to a word at 1east ten ti mes before it becomes assi mi 1ated into his or
her vocabulary, I find art activities very useful for reinforcing new
words. The following are some of the activities that I have used in my
classroom after the students have alread!J been introduced to the new
words.

1. Quick Sketch. I say the word, give a definition for it and the students

have one minute to draw a picture representing the word's meaning and
to write down the word. After I have given them all the words to sketch
I give them the correct spe 11 i ng for each vvord. These sketches
sometimes show up on practice quizzes. I ask students to suppl!J the
corresponding word.

)
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2. Charades. A student or students mime the meaning for a word. This
activity really inspires the students, as they scan their vocabulary list
for words whose meanings they can convey or identify the word whose
meaning is being performed in front of them. The students performers
are often hilarious and a great time--and great learning--is had by all.

3. Plays. After about sixty words have been introduced I read the
students a familiar fairy tale and ask them to create a "fractured"
version of it. (I share with them such neo-favorites as Sleeping Ugly and
The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs early in the year.) In groups they
cooperatively write their version of the story using at least an
established minimum of words. Their performances are videotaped for
posterity.
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WHAT IS SPRING?

Learning Objectives

1. Students will be able to identify imagery in writing.
2. Students will use imagery 1n their writ 1ng.
Lesson Plan

Distribute and read aloud a copy of a poem with a lot of visual
imagery. I chose "\"/hat is Spring?" by Sam Churchi 11 as he had writ ten it
about the very •,1alley my student's lived in and I knew they would be
f ami 1i ar with the images he invoked.
Ask the students to share what pictures come to mind as they hear
the poem.
Lead the students in a discussion of how the author used specific
'•Nords and details to evoke a response from us.
Lead the students through the f o11 owing guided imagery* exercise.

*********************************************************
Script for Guided Imagery

*********************************************************
Close your eyes and think about a summer's day. t1ake it specific.
Choose one day, one memor!J. Raise your hand when you have a picture

)
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firmly in mind. (When all of the students have their hands raised
proceed.)
Keeping your eyes closed remember what it was like on that
summer's day. Focus on what is going on around you. What makes this
memory so clear?
What are you doing?
What time of day is it? How can you tell? What is the light like?
V1here is the sun ... or the moon?
Are you alone or are there other people with you?
If there are others, who are they? What are they doing? Are you
glad they are there?
If you are alone, how does that feel? Are you glad to be by
yourself or would you like there to be other people with you?
Is it hot? How do you know what the temperature is? 'what ar you
wearing? How does your skin feel?
Spend some time really experiencing this summer day agarn. What
are !dOU doing? Are you comfortable?
v/hat mood were you in that day? 'w'hy?
Are you happy ... sad ... glad ... impatient...vvaiting? 'w'hat are you
thinking about? 'why do !dOU fee I the way !JOU do?
What sounds do you hear? What is making the sounds? Are the
sounds natural or man made? Are the sounds pleasing? Do they annoy
you?
Does the air around you have a particular smell? What color would
you say this sme 11 is? \,vhat do you taste?
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What are you doing? What makes this memory stand out in your
mind? What really stands out?
Spend a few more minutes with you eyes closed really trying to
1i ve again in the memory. When you open your eyes again I want you to

make a 1i st of as many of the detai 1s from this memory as you can put
down on paper. When you are writing be as specific as possible about the
different sight and sounds and smells in your memory.

*********************************************************

Give the students some time to work on their list. Prompt them to
c1ose their eyes again and return to the memory again to see if they have
left anything out. Ask them to make these lists as complete as possible.
Ask them to go back over their lists and add words or phrases to
flesh out tt1e images, to make them so specific others can see them too.
Read aloud the poem you chose again. Point out to the student that
they have done the same work as the poet by using rich, evocative,
language.
On a new piece of paper, or on a word processor if available, ask
the students to expand the images they have created into complete

sentences. Students may manipulate their text into poetry or prose,
whiche•o1er they feel best suits their purposes.
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Recycling Their Vision

A memory is a recycled experience. The following art project
lends itself naturally to being created from recycled materials. I have
boxes in the room in which we save all our scraps and pieces of paper.
Finding new value in old materials is another great learning experience
for the students.
Display for the students examples of torn paper collage.
Ask the students to create their own pictures to eiccompany their
text using no scissors. This is a way to engage the students as problem
solvers as they must fold, tear, and otherwise manipulate the paper in
unfamiliar ways to create their pictures.
MATERIALS

*examples
*tag board, cardboard, or poster board (for the base)
*scraps of co Iored paper in a vari et!d of textures
*glue
*hole punch
*string or yarn
*other miscellaneous materials as you have available in your
classroom. I save lamination scraps, from the library
collect material from the Home Economics department etc.
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*Because of the fears of some religious groups I make an effort to stress
that the guided imagery is an exercise in recalling a memory so they will
not be opposed to the visualization component in this lesson. As long as
I make it clear that I am not asking them to "empty their minds," thus
leaving them vulnerable to the devil, I have found students to be
cooperative.

WHAT IS SPRING?*

by Sam Chu re hi 11

Spring ln the Vakima Valley is a precise and delicate thing.
It is the touch of pink in an apricot blossom; the golden smile of a
daffodil; water in an irrigation canal; the sound of a tractor in a field.
It is the way you feel when you get up in the morning;the glint of
sun 1i ght on a window si 11; the underground noises robins here as worms
work their way below the surface of a lawn.
Spring in the Vaki ma Va 11 ey is \i'e 11 owi sh twine strung from
overhead wires to ground stakes in a hop yard, hot caps in a vegetable
garden.: lambs dozing in the sun.
Spring is a farmer sifting soil between his fingers; weeds burning
along a road; a house cat watching a bird.
Spring is seed going into the ground; or laugher of children.
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It is big, fluffy clouds coasting across the sky; raindrops making
rings in a puddle.
Spring in the Vakima Valley isn't something you check out on a
calendar, or are alerted to by the Farmer's Almanac.
It is suddenly being able to bend over with ease and tie your shoes
in the morning. It's going inside your house and forgetting to shut the
door. It's taking a handful of bills from the mailbox without making a
single remark to your wife.
Spring is when you dream of tomorrow and enjoy today. It's when
you forget to turn on television.
It's when you say "Good morning!" and mean it.
It's a moment of goodwill and pleasant thoughts.
It's when God speaks and you can can hear him.
It's a gentle stirring deep inside that insists you walk instead of
waiting for a bus.
It's when you breathe deep.
It's that fleeting moment of time, each year, when you suddenly
become you.

* I use this poem because it is about the area my students are from and
they are able to put really clear pictures to his written images.
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WHO AM I?

Leaming Objectives

1. Students discoYer about themselyes as they make choices about what
to include or leave out of their collages.

Lesson Plan

In my eighth grade Reading class ·we had been working with Lucia
Capacchione·s The Creative .Journal for Teens: Making Friends V1ith
Vourself for awhile. As an extension of the e)<ercises in this book, I
came up with this plan for a collage.
The students fold the paper in half to make a book.
The students are to choose magazines pictures to glue on the
front, outside, coyer that represent their "public" selves now. These
pictures are to be about how they behave when they are with other
people, their friends, at school, etc., and how they think these people
perceive them.
To glue on the inside, the students choose pictures that represent
their private selves: what they think and dream about that they don't
share with many other people, their fears, their hopes, and how they
think they are different on the inside then the self they show on the
outside.
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On the rear., outside~ cover, the students are to glue pictures about
what they hope will happen to them, how they would like to be in the
future.

MATERIALS

* 18 x 24 construction paper or a mani 11 a f o1der
* magazines -- the larger the variety the better
* glue
* scissors

WRITING EXTENSION

One thing that I have learned from using Capacchione·s book is how

student's v1hose constant complaint is that they have nothing to write
about suddenly become quite eloquent ·when they are writing about
something they know quite well: themselves. The following is an
example of how I have the students start to write.

1. Have the students fold a piece of paper in half vertically.
2. Instruct the students to write only in the left-hand column of the
paper when writing the following paragraphs.
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3. Ask the students to write a paragraph about their thoughts and
feelings about how they think other people see them.

4. Ask the students to write a paragraph about their thoughts and
feelings about how they feel they are different on the inside than on the
outside.
5. Ask the students to write a paragraph about their thoughts and
feelings about they would like to be in the future.
6. Ask the students to write a paragraph cornpari ng how they are
different on the inside than on the outside.
7. Ask the students to review what they have written and circle any
really good descriptive words or phrases they have used in their writing.
8. Ask the students to write additional descriptive words or phrases
describing their thoughts and feelings in the right-hand column of their
papers.
9. Now that they have a wealth of heartfelt, descriptive writing, ask the
students to

t1irn what they have writ ten into a poem.
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ALL THE WORLD"S A ST AGE

Learning Objectives
1. Students will work cooperatively.
2. Student will develop poise while speaking/performing in front of
their peers.

Lesson Plan
Choose a we11-known folk or fairy tale for your students to adapt
into scripts.
To remind the students of the basic elements of a story read aloud,
or show a video version of the story such as "Cinderella."
Di vi de the students into groups.
Student discussion: Groups discuss how their version of the story
will develop. Radical deviations are not only accepted but encouraged so
long as the!J remain appropriate for the schoolroom.
When the students have agreed on their basic story line, they
divide themselves into the cast members and start writing the script as
an ensemble. Each writes the part of their character, creating the script
"round-robin" style while v1orking within the confines of group
consensus.
When they are finished writing, the students copy their scripts so
that each member of the cast has one they can work from.

Run through the blocking of the play, again and again and again.
Using regular classroom materials . create props. Also encourage
students to become more involved in the le8rning process and bring props
from home.
Theater is a great way to get students intensely inYolYed. They
will be performing in front of their peers and thus will want to do their
best.
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HAND PUPPETS

Learning Objectives

1. Students practice following directions
2. Students practice t"ollowing sequence.

Lesson Plan

Pro vi de the students with books on constructing a variety of hand
puppets using one basic folding technique. Give them enough time to
acquaint themselves with the styles in the book.
Have them all attempt the basic fold.
Circulate through the students-- remediate where necessary:
slow down, try following the pictures, which step comes first???
Students choose a model from the book or make up their own
puppet to make. Always allow room for artistic expression, problemsolving, personal attempts ...
t1aterials: colored paper, scrap-box of colored construction paper,
yarn, scissors, glue.
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Writing Extension
Students write mono1og/dia1ogs for their puppets. Repeat this
activity throughout the year in different contexts. Use with Greek
myths, fairy tales, biographies role playing and ...

-

)
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HANDWRITTEN PORTRAITS

Learning Objectives
1. Expand and/or reinforce vocabulary words
2. Reinforcing correct spelling through repeated usage.

Lesson Plan
Students brainstorm the vocabulary of the face.
Teacher writes the words on the board to model the correct
spelling.
Teacher passes around models of other student's work to show the
concept of "drawing" ·with words. There is quite a bit of variation in the
models I present so the students feel free to experiment.
Provide the students with materials.
Remind the students they must spe11 the words correctly as they
use them in their portraits.

Expected product: two pictures.
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APPENDIX B

Annotated bibliography

Examples of the helpful sorts of books to be found in your
school or public library contnining activities th8t m8y be used
to enhance 1earning in the content areas.

Art in the changing years: a guide for art teachers in the
)

junior high schoo 1s. ( 1961 ). The Georges County Board of
Education
A manifesto thinly disguised as a manual for art teachers
beginning in the Prince George County school system. This guide includes
sections on color and design, constructing, drawing and sketching,
lettering and layout, painting, printing and stenciling, sculpturing,
stitchery, weaving and basketry, and re 1ated art activities. Each of these
includes definition of terms, philosophy, and. lesson plans. Particularly
useful in the lesson plans is the inclusion of methods for evaluation.
These give you the basis for assessing art products by meaningful
criteria, calls on the instructor to build a "portfolio" of assessment by
evaluating the students ability to create and to work as a group, be a
problem solver, translate idea, etc.
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Beaney., J. ( 1970). Adventures with collage. New York:
Frederick Warne & Co. Inc.
This book so expands the idea of what shapes and forms collages
can take that the medium becomes like the universe, you don't know what
new dimension the edges wi11 take you to. As the book encourages you to
experiment it also keeps giving new points of departure. Co11age is the
perfect medium for using with a low (or nonexistent) budget as you only
have to provide glue and scissors, everything else can be collected by the
students. Encouraging the students to bring in materials from home is a
great way to increase their involvement, and their parents too. The
i11ustrative examples in the book are mostly student generated. The
text is liberal with art terms used plainly to help you develop your
vocabulary.

Capacchione., L. ( 1992). The creative journal for teens:
making friends with yourself. North Hollywood CA: Newcastle
Publishing Co . ., Inc.
This book has been a real pleasure to use in the classroom. I have
used it to construct a writing program for my remedial reading students
who absolutely hate to write. Their familiar cries of "I can't write." and
"I don't know what to write about." disappear when they are writing
about themselves AND have complete control over what they share. Most
of the writing prompts in this book are joined with a drawing or doodling
prompt too. I have changed some of the drawing prompts in the book to
co11age in order to broaden the mediums they are using. Again, when they
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are looking inwards to discover their thoughts and feelings, their
complaints of, "I can't draw." are silenced.
Cohen. C. ( 1991 ). 50 nifty crafts to make with things around
the house. Lowe 11 House

Each of the projects is rated for difficulty giYing the novice art
instructor a chance to choose user friendly lessons to begin with.
Material lists, step by step instructions, and helpful illustrations also
make this a good choice. Because of the wide variety of projects, from
pinatas to papermaking and soap sculpture marbleizing this book is a
great source to 1ook to for projects to tie in to content areas across the
curriculum. Papermaking for recycling, pinatas for cultural awareness,
soap sculpture when studying different primitive cultures, marbleizing
for bookmaking.
Eisner. E. ( 1964). Think with me about creativity. Densvile.
NY: F.A. Owen Publishing Co.

This is a collection of ten essays in which Eisner takes the current
research on creativity and relates it to education. Topics include:
creativity in education, defining creativity, creativity and intelligence,
values and career choices, creativity and mental health, creativity in the
classroom, and fostering creativity in the classroom. Eisner presents
the research in a easily read and understood manner. For the teacher
beginning to emphasize creativity in the classroom this is a compact
)

wealth of research. I found it helped me to organize my ideas about what
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am I trying to accomplish? How do I "defend" dedicating time to art in a
content area clessroom.

Firestein, C. ( 1977). Rubbing croft. New York: Quick Fox.
This book hes weeks worth of lesson plans in it. Part 1 gives a
brief history of rubbing, the history of which would work in nicely with
Hirsch's "What your... " series. Part 2 is a detailed "how to" lift rubbings;
what materials you need and what methods to apply when. Part 3 is an
exciting collection of projects using the rubbings. While these projects
run the full

range of

complexity both in execution and tools required the

author consistently gives complete and comprehensible instructions.

Gordon, C. ( 1965). You can watercolor in minutes by the
Connie Gordon method. Miami Beach, FL: Connie Gordon Inc.
A veritable dictionary and encyclopedia of the watercolor medium.
This book has a number of step by step by step lessons to follow to learn

e variety of watercolor techniques and styles.
Harkonen, H. ( 1965). Circuses and fairs in art. t11nneapolis.,
t1N: Lerner Publications Co.
"Vou expect to see wonderful things at circuses and faf rs." and
this book is rich with illustrations of these wonders while at the same
time giving the students (and teacher!) biographical informatf on about
the masters who created the work. In addition to personal information
about the artists the book includes a wealth of informetfon about the
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art1sts technique; by doing so the reeder is exposed to the vocabulary of
art. The descriptive language is lively, encouraging the reader to think
as a critic, analyzing and synthesizing the visual information.

Hirsch. E. ( 1987). Culture I I Ueracy: what every Ameri con
needs to know. Boston: Houghton Hi ffl 1n Company.
Hirsch believes that if each of us is culturally literate then many
of the current distinctions of class and race could disappear. To be
culturally literate is to be knowledgeable in a general way about quite
large body of knowledge. Included in Mr. Hirsch's list of what the
culturally literate American should know are quite a few practitioners
of the fine arts. This list would be a fantastic base for any teacher to
use in developing her curriculum. For the non-art teacher who is
including art in their curriculum this would be a logical place to choose
artists to expose her students too. Any artist included on this list is
guaranteed to be we 11 documented, thus there wi 11 be 1ots of materi a1
from which to build lesson plans .

The ftJ/ltJtt'ing btJtJJ.·s co11/d bectJme the c@.nl@.rpiece tJf 8rl!J 11rts ed11c8tion
prt1gr/J/1'J ftJr tJ tetJC/Jtt.r Jt:htJ Jt-'ll/1ts ta inc/1/de 8esthet,c ediJC8tion in his or
her c1vric11/11m. The batJJ:s t~·en together prtwide smlfld history tJf 8r~.
emp/J8sizing especially Amer,cM t1nd £11rape811 6rl while 8/StJ incl11ding
t1rt from ct1/t11res tJratmd the H-'l1rld 8nd showing the inf/11ences th8t
different ct1/t11res have tJn e8Ch other. Some ret1/ g{)(l(j ide8s 8re inc/11ded
for 6rl actiYities. Bi1t the strength of these ba(IJ.·s J+'{11J/d be t1/ltJJ'l''ing the
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te8cher Jt:ho is not schooled tJS 811 art tetJC./Jer ta inc/tide 8 t8irly
campreh@.nsi¥e history at art-- eith@.r by incarpar8ting 8rl history 8S 8
P11rt at 1+wld history or 8S 8 separat@ ill1it on art apprllCJ'atian. Th@s@
baai's 8re re8l non threatening 8nd a §r88t carnerstone.

Hirsch., E. ED. ( 1991). What your first greder needs to know:
fundamentals of a good first grade education. New York:
Doubleday.
Introduces concepts of symmetry and pattern,
portraits,architecture, and sculpture. Some activity ideas included.
Many good examples. Ties the arts into other disciplines, history,
)

geography, et a1.

Hirsch., E. ED. ( 1991). Whet your second grader needs to know:
fundamenta1s of a good second grade education. New York:
Doub1eday.
Brief discussion of visual arts then introduces concepts of points
and lines in paintings, moving in and out of pictures, depth, importance
of light, and mass and line in sculpture. Then compares prior learning to
mass and line in architecture and goes into a discussion of architecture
that also ties in principles from math, geography and history. Some
activity ideas included. Good examples.
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Hirsch. E. ED. ( 1992). What
fundamentals of

your third grader needs to

a good thinl grade education.

know:

New York:

Doubleday.
Elements of art discussed in this book include: lines make shapes,
shapes with straight lines and curved lines, lines can show emotion, and
these lead into a multifaceted presentation on quilts. The next two
discussions are on using shapes to show emotion and painting about an
idea. Then another connected run of articles: shapes in architecture,
moving into shapes and rhythm, followed by a discussion of a painting by
Walter Crane and how he utilized these concepts. The next section on
mosaics is segued into by comparing the relative stillness of rhythm in
the classic mosaics from Constantinople, which in turn leads us to
discover the concept of murals. The discussion on murals includes
articles about pattern and texture, and framing. The scope of content
expands rapidly as we move up through the grades. I am learning an
amazing amount by reviewing these books and I consider(ed) myself to
rate fairly high on a cultural literacy scale. Again, the breadth of
information found f n this visual art section of the fine arts chapter is
reinforced throughout the book and the series.

Hirsch. E. ED. ( 1992). What your fourth grader needs to know:

fundamentals of a good fourth grade education. New York:
Doubleday.
Discusses church domes, Gothic cathedrals, and architectural
details includf ng statues, friezes, gargoyles, spires and rose windows as
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methods the designers used to create spaces that would inspire and
impress. Includes a lesson plan for creating a rose window. Moves
discussion of Yertical lines from Western churches to African art.

Hirsch. E. ED. ( 1993). What your fifth greder needs to know:
fundamentals of a good fifth grade education. New York:
Doubleday.

Discussion of developments in Western art from Gothic to
Renaissance. Subjects include the search for harmony and their attempts
to apply this to the human form, Leonardo da Vinci, Brunelleschi's
architecture Michelangelo's sculpture and the Sistine chapel Rapheal's
paintings, vani sh1 ng point perspective, Flemish painters, Moor1 sh
architecture and its influence in other lands and Japanese stone gardens.
Again a compendium of information covering some of the greatest
achievements of man in a surprisingly simple but not simple-minded
manner.

Hirsch, E. ED. ( 1993). What your sixth grader needs to know:

fundamentals of a good sixth grade education. New York:

Doubleday.
Continues from book five in this series with the development of
realism as a standard of art and how the works of noted artists of 17th
century France worked into the socio-political climate of the times, then
crosses the ocean to show the narrative qualities of American realism.
Moves into Impressionism, and how the viewing and buying public had
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difficult accepting these non-realistic paintings, specifically discusses
Monet and Van Gogh and Rodin. We then move from Impressionism into
Abstractionism. Discusses how contact with other lands let European
and American artists expand their "vocabulary" of expression especially
by incorporating non-realistic forms incorporating simplified of

exaggerated elements.

Includes three pictures of bulls by Picasso to

illustrate how Abstractionism is representational, not trying to
faithfully depict a specific but to show the basic elements, by comparing
one realistically drawn bull with two abstract ones. Continues to show
the influence of other cultures on American and European Artists;
discusses N~vajo sand paintings and Yoruba sculpture and how African
art led Picasso into Cubism. A quick discussion of non-representational
art highlighting Mondrian and then a return to realistic art by the modern
American artists Edward Hopper and Andrew Wyeth. This section
finishes with an introduction to the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright.
As in the other volumes a variety of activities are included for the
students to try.

Lewis., S. & Oppenheimer., L ( 1965). Folding paper masks. New
York: E.P. Dutton & Co. Inc.

Aclever book using the principles of origami to construct a
variety of masks from eagles and elephants to clowns and Cleopatra.
Wonderful for using with writing extension exercises as students write
plays, possibly dramatizing information from any of the content areas.
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Loomans. D. & Kolberg. K. ( 1993). The laughing classroom.
Tiburon. CA: H.J. Kramer Inc.
This book encourages teachers to be open to their creative,
spontaneous, FUN, self. The book is filled with activities some to use to
get the blood flowing, some to build community, some that will increase
a students self esteem, and some just for fun. The one's that I liked
particularly well were those that got the students up and moving. I have
not been creative enough in exploring kinesthetic learning and creating in
my room.

Lowenfeld. V. ( 1953). Creative and mental growth. New York:
t1acmi 11 an.
An incredibly valuable guide to how the general growth of children
is tied to their creative development. Lowenfeld breaks these phases
into First stages of self expression 2-4 years, First representational
attempts 4-7 years, The achievement of a form concept 7-9 years, The
dawning realism 9-11 years, The stage of reasoning 11-13 years and The
period of decision. Each section includes a psychological profile of
children in that age group and discusses their related growth as artists
while also taking into account how their individual ways of perception
are manifested in their products. Each section includes models of
student work representing their psychological and creative output. The
discussion on each age group also includes a summary of growth
analysis, and exercises, and laboratory work; the latter two being a
helpful list of activities to try in the classroom.
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Mueller~ R. ( 1963). lnventor·s notebook. New York: John Day
Co.
Art idea books don't always have to be about art. This book by a
multi-patented inventor explores 15 new toys that the students can
construct. Many of these such as the "automatic shadow puppets" and
"multiple masks" lend themselves naturally to the curriculum as
extension exercises for writing, drama, social studies. One that I found
particularly interesting was the "circular chessboard" as by constructing
and using this game the creator would be using multiple levels of
intelligence and learning styles. The Maryhill museum in Goldendale is
holding a chess board design contest for students. Such competitions
could prove to be a powerful motivational tool.

My11er., R. ( 1980). Symbols & their- meaning. New York:
Atheneum.

A comprehensive and comprehensible book about symbols. Starting
with a dictionary definition of the word symbol this book explores
common symbols from pointing and arrows through written
communication. "A symbol is a short cut as long as someone else can
understand its meaning." The two color illustrations are perfect
examples for the students to use when using symbols in their art work or
when developing their own symbols.
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Wiseman. A. ( 1979). Making musical things. New York:
Charles Scribners Sons.

Using m8ny common household items, both throw-aways and items
the,t eventue,lly you will we,nt to return to their origine,l function this
book shows you how to create wind, percussion, stringed and other types
of instruments. These projects seem to me a joyful we,y to enrich
leerning in the cle,ssroom. For le,ngue,ge arts the perfect way to
introduce onomatopoeia, for social studies, create reasonable facsimiles
of the instruments of the cultures you are studying. Many of the
instruments, te,mbourines ands lagerphones to name just two, just
ne,ture,lly seem to lend themselves to introducing a kinesthetic element
of learning in your classroom.

Wright. L ( 1990). Masks. New York: Franklin Watts.
The masks in this book are created from such common materials as
paper ple,tes and plastic milk jugs. For each mask the author lists the
necessary materie,ls, and gives step by step instructions with
accompanying photos to illustrate ee,ch step. What I found most useful
was the brief lesson at the beginning of the book discussing proportions
of the face. Pe,ying attention to how the elements of the face fit
together makes for more successful mask making.

)
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APPENDIX C

SAt1PLE ART PRODUCTS FOR:
LANGUAGE ARTS" SOC I AL STUD I ES" AND FOREIGN ~ANGUAGES

advertisement

animated movie

collage

comic strip

costumes

dance

diorama

etching

family tree

flip book

game

hidden picture

illustrated story

i11 ustrated summary

illustrated time line

illustrated time line

map with key

mobile

model

mural

museum exhibit

needlework

painting

pamphlet

paper doll

papier mache

photograph

picture book

play

poetry

pop-up book

puppet

radio program

rebus story

skit

slide show

song

video
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE ART PROJECTS
FOR MATH AND SC I ENCE

ammonia imprint
create a ske 1eton
diorama
dr&w a life cycle
maze
mobile
mode
mural
photography
quilts
shape pictures
tesse 11 at i ans
vegetab 1e prints

